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Abstract —  This article shows intelligent devices, especially smart glasses, which have been a new and 

evolving topic in technology in recent years. It may happen that smart glasses will be in the center of 

business electronics in few years, in the same way as today’s smartphones. Smart glasses are just a 

complement to people in different ways, such as entertainment, common use, navigation aids, etc. 

Applications can be developed for smart glasses like on smartphones. Automated process applications can 

be developed to improve, streamline and control automation processes. There are several types of smart 

glasses, which have various differences like operating system, type of camera, resolution, shape, control 

system and others. This technology brings many of the benefits contained in this article.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the intelligent or smart devices are growing further. This category include smartphones, 

smart watches and smart glasses. Of course these are just a basic types in this area. Smart glasses are 

one of the wearable devices, and the market of wearable devices is expanding. Early smart glasses had 

limited functionality and typically employed non-interactive miniature video monitors. Smart glasses 

are computer devices that can be worn like eyeglass. However, with the components contained in the 

package, such as camera special projector, various sensors, they can extend real world about virtual 

object in real time. They have a features, a user can check information without using hands or user can 

share his viewpoint that with person in a remote location via interface. Photos or videos made using 

smart glasses are a reflection of exactly what a user sees at that moment, without the need to hold the 

device in his hands and in his field of view. Combined with smart glasses, they can recognize where 

the user looking at. Current smart glasses possess enhanced data processing functionality, similar to 

smartphone, and are able to run a wide range of mobile apps. They also have ability to develop 

applications  in the appreciate programming environment.  

 

II. TYPES OF REALITY SHOWN 

We know different types of screen reality. The most basic and very close for people is classic 

reality, when there wasn’t anything change, although the content come across computing device. The 

example could be uses smartphone without any effects to create photo. But, reality can be changed. 

We know a few types changed reality: 

 

 Virtual reality VR:  the principle is complete virtualization, that means, complete 

creation of a virtual world without real object. The world is consist of just virtual objects. 

 

 Augmented reality AR: virtual objects are added into the  real world. Virtual objects 

ensure communication between computing device and user. 

 

 Diminished reality DR: this is opposite principle to AR. Objects are taken from real 

world. It can be used in combination with AR to replace real objects with virtual ones. 
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Smart glasses belongs to the second group. They expand the reality about virtual objects, like some 

information, pictures and others. We define smart glasses as wearable Augmented Reality devices that 

are worn like regular glasses and merge virtual information with physical information in a user’s view 

field. We can see principle of AR in the Fig. 1. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Augmented reality 

 

Smart glasses are relatively new trend, but there is still a variety of brands and manufacturers on 

today’s market. The greatest development we can see over the years 2012-2013. Most of the research 

has been oriented towards use in the military industry. Later, development has also begun to focus on 

use in common life. Smart glasses can vary in different directions: 

 

Hardware: 

 Central Processing Unit(CPU), RAM memory, storage(internal, external or combined), 

sensors, shape, type or battery life, 

 Controls 

o separate wired controller  

o direct with buttons located in the smart glass frame 

o by touch area located in the smart glass frame and voice recognition of commands 

 

Operating system -  the OS can be different in the type and version. Most smart glasses use the 

Android OS, but there are smart glasses use Windows platform. Some manufacturers also provide 

SDK(Software Development Kit), and offer further development and creation of custom programs for 

a specific type of smart glasses.  

 

Optical systems  

 display – various types of resolution(VGA, HD), monocular or binocular view, 

 lenses – shades, tinted, mirrored, clear, 

 colors – resolution of color from monochromatic(8-bit grey scale), to the full colored(24 bit) 

 

Camera – differences in quality of images and videos. Quality of images is reported in 

megapixels(MP). Video can be captured from low definition VGA to high definition 1080p.  

 

Connectivity and battery – by default, most smart glasses include and support Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 

connection. The power supply provides a battery that can be recharged via the micro-USB connector.  

 

The use – smart glasses differ in their focus and functionality. Many of them have a single use, for 

sports purposes, for fun and playing games, use in medical operations, modeling 3D virtual objects or 

for use in industry.  
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III. EXAMPLES OF SMART GLASSES 

Smart glasses also differ in their shape, color, construction, or used materials. Each of the producers 

is trying to invite something new, innovative and manufacturers appeal to different consumer markets. 

Therefore, these manufacturers are not in direct competition, so we should not compare them. At 

present, there is no general universal standard of smart glasses, which include complex use in all 

directions. 

 

Google Glass 

 

These smart glasses could be unofficially called breakthroughs. The Google is multinational company 

introduced a prototype in smart glasses technology called Google Glass in April 2013. Many other 

companies have responded to this technological phenomenon in the coming years. Google as the 

leader of a mobile industry(thanks to OS Android), brought fully integrated smart glasses on the 

market, for 1300€. Google Glass belongs to a single-display group that runs the Android operating 

system. They were designed primarily for the public mainly for photography, video recording, maps 

and navigation, or interactive video communication between two persons. This type of glasses use one 

display(monocular view). 
 

 
Fig. 2 Google Glass 

 

 

Vuzix M100 and M300 

 

In the field of smart glass technology, Vuzix company is well-known today. The firt comprehensive 

Vuzix based product is M100, which is based on the Android OS, containing monocular display like a 

Google Glass, high resolution camera and various sensors. It can be used as a standalone device, 

paired with an Android device or connected to internet though Wi-Fi. The controls themselves are in 

one case together with projector and others. Oriental price is around 1100€. The M300 is a higher and 

improved version of M100. Includes improved resolution, RAM memory expansion and internal 

memory expansion etc.  

 
Fig. 3 Smart glasses from Vuzix company 

Microsoft Hololens 

 

Microsoft company has entered into this technology for its highly recognized device called Hololens. 

Whereas Hololens belongs to Microsoft, they work under operating system Windows 10, where this 

part of operating system is suitably adapted to virtual reality. These smart glasses use holograms to 
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add a layer of virtual reality to the current user field of view. They offer the ability to design 3D 

objects as real physical objects. They are therefore mainly used for modeling and working with 3D 

objects. There also available a development version, but it contains many bugs. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Microsoft Hololens 

IV. ADVANTAGES OF SMART GLASSES 

We can say that the technology itself could be advantage, as such devices until recently didn’t have 

a wide use in basic life. However the potencial of smart glasses is growing up every year, and the 

benefits are increasing.  

Smart glasses currently offer several benefits: 

 

1. Virtual support: to facilitate the work of the employees by directing the instructions and 

the steps in front of the eyes. Smart glasses work as a virtual assistant that allows employees 

to work with both hands while they can see what instruction to do. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Instructions on smart glasses 

 

2. Camera and video : problem solving can be attended by experts who are not directly in the 

place where the problem arose. Video sharing allows experts to educate employees when 

they come directly to the problem location. The camera also lets you record photos directly 

from the user’s field of view, store them in memory and analyze them later. 

 

3. Video broadcast: similarity to point 2, with the difference that it is live broadcasting. For 

examle, inspectors can use live broadcasting through the smart glasses while controlling the 

production process remotely without physical presence. Another example may be 
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interactive communication between two online users. Alternatively, this live broadcast 

could be used by insurance agents to investigate a claim or property valuers. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Remote assistance 

 

4. Training employees on the workplace: smartglasses can reduce the costs of practical 

training. An employee can train himself using a virtual application simulating a specific 

state of the manufacturing process.  

 

5. Industry: checking the state of the production process, checking the condition of the 

machines whether the machine is working properly. Getting data from PLC about the 

number of pieces produced or the number of bad pieces that were produced by the time. 

 

6. Safety: eye protection is a major asset especially in the industry where is a high risk of 

accidents. 

 

. The smart glasses design should: 

 

•  capture data from the PLC 

•  display simple data for the process of production 

•  ensure the data to be read-only 

•  contain a suitable operating system 

 

Smart glasses should include an existing standard OS (Android, Microsoft, Windows), which is freely 

available and there is a developing environment. They should not be based on the principle of OS 

itself. These data describe the current production process. Such data are placed in the PLC that 

controls the process. The proposed software should be able to capture and visualize these data. The 

data have only informative character without the possibility of interference with the production 

process, such as the possibility to display text and numbers and also simple pictures. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Smart glasses are an evolving theme in wearable tech. There are a lot of interesting applications, 

where we can use these smart devices. As I mentioned earlier, we may use smart glasses instead of 

smartphones for several years. Today’s prototypes are very promising. However, this theory is 

accompanied by further research and development in this field. Smart glasses have many benefits that 

would bring people an improvement, either at work or their ordinary lives. 
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